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OBJECTIVES

Over the last four recent years, the military health application school of Libreville
included in its programme the “English Week” where medical student doctors have to
learn all the main articulations of the Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC). It
occurred from the 17th to the 21st of December 2018; where goals were to stimulate the
trainees’ interest and improve their medical and military English skills. They’ve also

been able to acquire field communication and forward tactical care proficiency. This was
to keep them ready for different medical military missions. Various interesting activities
were held during that week.
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THE PARTICIPANTS

The 31 trainees of the 10th promotion of the military health application school of
Libreville participated in different activities of that medical “English week”.

DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES

 Monday

We opened the first day with the ‘‘English Breakfast’’ where the two parties have been
able to enjoy that moment. This was the perfect interface for trainees and staff members
to have their first discussions in English. As part of that moment, a brief exchange session
about students and instructors experiences concerning internal or foreign military
s'

missions was risen up.
The trainees were divided in four groups then oriented to different workshop where they

went under instructions on how to introduce themselves, radio procedure, military and
medical specific vocabulary (ranks, medical equipment, military gear, nine lines message
and MEDEVAC terminology).

ENGLISH BREAKFAST!!!!!

 Tuesday
On the second day we started with a presentation done by MG PUIDUPIN about the
French approach of casualty care management and how they prepared and managed the
response to multisite terrorist attacks in Paris. The second presentation came next
through MC MBONGO KAMA about bioterrorism, emerging and re-emerging
infectious diseases. Trainees actively participated in discussions during the two
presentations. Involving themselves in those relevant topical issues, students found them
very interesting; where presenting the hybrid nature of recent conflicts, therefore
preparing them to face the new challenges such as unpredictable terrorist attacks. For,
every country is a potential victim.
To close that day, trainees watched a movie titled “Contagion” which was about the onset

and epidemiological management of a viral pandemic. This was followed by a discussion
facilitated by MC MBONGO KAMA. The trainees expressed themselves about the
lessons learned from the movie (importance of epidemic surveillance and rapid reaction
to a starting epidemic).

 Wednesday
To forward that third day, we began with another movie screening session. We,
trainees, watched with particular interest the “Black Hawk Down” movie in the presence
of MG PUIDUPIN and Mr ANGO. He later facilitated the short but pertinent debriefing
of the session about TCCC as seen in the movie, and about the several mistakes in the
deployment, field difficulties faced by the American troops in their mission in Somalia

and of course the lessons learned from the session.
The afternoon was dedicated to the technical preparation of a TCCC exercise intended
to be executed the following day.

 Thursday

The highlight of the week was the TCCC exercise on Thursday morning. It was a
simulation of a tactical situation involving combat casualties. Trainees were divided into
four groups (rescue team, quick response force, first aid station and PECC, and
casualties). The exercise started when MG PUIDUPIN alerted the Patient Evacuation
Coordination Center (PECC) by radio communication, asking for medical intervention
in the battlefield. The rescue team was the first required on the field. They were lately
reinforced by the Quick Response Force. Injured soldiers were extracted from hostile
zone, brought to a collecting point, sorted (using the START method) and given first aid
(using ABC and SAFE MARCHE RYAN method), then evacuated either by road or by
aircraft to the First Aid Station where further medical care were given, and unstable
patients stabilized in order to be evacuated to role 2 or 3 hospital. Communication

between the team leaders was coordinated by the PECC under the control of MG
PUIDUPIN and MC MBONGO KAMA. MEDEVAC was decided according the
casualty’s condition (absolute emergency or relative emergency). The exercise ended by
a short debriefing about mistakes and success.

 Friday
To end up that English Week, we got a presentation from LCL L’HERMITTE assisted
by warrant officer PEYRE, two instructors of the military staff academy of Libreville,
about adequate response to Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) threats in the battlefield
and proper formulation of the 9 lines message. A second tactical exercise was then
performed with the two instructors from the staff academy together with MG

PUIDUPIN to participate and supervise activities. It was mainly focused on tactical
mission and TCCC application by the first rescue team in the battlefield.
The English week ended by English standing lunch among trainees and instructors.

At the beginning this was not easy. But at the end, this English week
teach me how to send a radio message, use the appropriate words in the
battlefield and so on. All that should help me during all my career.
Captain Dr NDONGO TOUNDE Simone

I’m glad because this English week has taken me a little up my level of
English. In fact, it was very hard for me to do a sentence in English, but at
the end of the week, I am not only talk but also and above all understand
medical messages in all situations.
2nd Lieutenant Dr NDUMBI Vally

I liked English week. It was easier than I thought. The way we discussed
and activities we’ve done, so many things important we need to know in
our job, so thank you for the exercise.
Captain Dr ANDJUMA MINDZE Price

English week was a very important experience for me, because it allowed
me to practice my military and medical English. Thanks for all.
1st Lieutenant Dr HAYLAJI NASSER Dine

I liked English week because this is an important experience
for my passage in this school.
Captain Dr MOUELE MAKOUAKA Princeley

Although I was not a stranger to the English language I certainly needed to be
taught specific medical and tactical English terminology in order to be better
prepared for the challenges of foreign mission environment. I am grateful to the
school for such an admirable initiative.
1st Lieutenant Dr PATINVOH Corine Nadia

English week is good experience.
Captain Dr NDONG NDOUTOUME Sévère

The English Week give us the opportunity to be familiare with, not only the english
term appropriate in medical operation, but also the procedure of the MEDEVAC in
the battlefield.
1st Lieutenant Dr KONE Mahamadou Zanga

First of all, English is important for those of us who want to participate in the UN mission. As
a health professional, we need to be familiar with the medical english terms to communicate
with the appropriate words. So, I reckon that all topics we’ve talked about during this English
Week are valuable for our future life. It was a great opportunity for me to learn some
vocabularies concerning damage control, causalities examination and radio procedure for
MEDEVAC through these simulations. Although they are difficult to memorize and easy to
forget, I’m gonna do my best to master them.
And last but not least, I would like hereby to thank all staff members for their hard work and
commitment.
Captain Dr RANDRINANDRASANA Harson

OUTCOME OF THE MEDICAL ENGLISH WEEK

The 10th promotion of the military health application school of Libreville was fully
involved in all the activities, participating enthusiastically all the while working on
improving their medical and tactical English skills. The English Week was without a
doubt a bright success and a terrific platform to boost participants’ interest in English
language and to allow them to express themselves using newly acquired technical English
terminology.
All the participants are grateful to the instructors, MG ESSOMO MEGNIER-MBO
Murielle, MG PUIDUPIN, Col CANNET, MC MBONGO KAMA, Col ELLA NKAH,
Mr. ANGO, LCL L’HERMITTE, Warrant Officer PEYRE and all the staff of the
military health application school of Libreville for making the English Week occurring.
The whole class can proudly say “YES WE CAN become fluent in English” in order to
be better prepared for foreign missions challenges.

